# Research Activity Report

**Supported by “Leading Graduate Program in Primatology and Wildlife Science”**

*(Please be sure to submit this report after the trip that supported by PWS.)*

---

**Affiliation/Position**  
Wildlife Research Center/ Part-time research fellow

**Name**  
Yayoi Yoshida

---

## 1. Country/Location of Visit

Tokyo

## 2. Research Project

Marunouchi Kids Jambry2014 TIF wonder campus

## 3. Date (Departing from/Returning to Japan)

2014. 08. 11 – 2014. 08. 14 (4 days)

## 4. Main Host Researcher and Affiliation

Tokyo International Forum

---

## 5. Progress and Results of Your Research/Activity

(You can attach extra pages if needed)

Please insert one or more pictures (to be publicly released). Below each picture, please provide a brief description.

During this visit, I conducted out-reach activity on Tokyo International Forum.  
I used this opportunity to visit and stay in Tokyo.  
Through this experience, I have developed a clear vision on how to teach to children, which will be of great help in the future activity.

---

## 6. Others

---

Submit to: report@wildlife-science.org
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